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Left: Sunrise! The varsity lightweight women's crew at an early morning practice.

Top Right: Hams! Varsity crew members Kristy Schroeder, Katie Gulliford, Rob Rutherford, Holly Menzies, and Jeremy Barnes ham it up for the crowd.

Below: You gotta want it. Novice women take a moment of silence before racing.

Bottom right: Count it down from bow. Varsity openweight women ready their boat for the first race of the season.
Start Here to experience the game from both sides of the plate.

**Above:** It's a full count, bottom of the ninth and there are two outs. The catcher (Erin Peterson) has the ball in hand and is ready to throw it to the pitcher for the final play of the game.

**Above:** The first baseman (Kim Redding) stands ready for the play and anxiously awaits the final pitch of the game.

**UPS Women's Softball Team**

Top Row: Marissa DiJulio, Erin Peterson, Sarah Noble, Kelly Millery, Kasshia Vote, Heath Paulsen, Mino McLean, Kim Redding, Erika Smith, Mary Royston, Morgan Salisbury, Beth Janz

Bottom Row: Kristin Shinn, Mis Cole, Freda Franklin, Candace Hedum, Zoe Yearout, Laura Lepel, Barb Miele, Lexi Ashcraft.
Above: The pitcher (Kasshia Vote) winds up and lets the last pitch of the game. She lets the ball go and gives it her all...

Above: The final batter (Mino McLean) takes the plate mentally and physically prepared to take on this final bat of the game...

Above: The batter (Barb Miele) swings with all her might as she pounds the ball deep into right field. She drops the bat and runs to first as fast as she can...

Above: As the batter is sprinting to first, the runner (Freda Franklin) on second runs with all of her might to third, hoping to tag the base and continue on to home to score one of the final runs of the game.
The 1997 season proved to be a time of rebuilding for the young Logger baseball team. The Loggers ended their season with a 10-28 record, earning six of their ten wins in the last thirteen games of the season. The highlight of their season was beating their rivals, PLU, three times with scores of 6-3, 5-1, and 6-5.

Senior Justin Morant gets ready to steal second base. Senior Justin Talmadge gets ready to strike out another batter. Talmadge was one of the Loggers top pitchers this season.
Senior Ian Griffin rounds first base on his way to completing his fourth double of the season.

Sophomore first baseman Brian Billings makes a routine put out. Billings was solid in the field this year, with a fielding percentage of .995.

This season, running the bases was a common spot for Senior Justin Morante. Morante went on to hold the team's highest batting average of nearly .400.

Freshman Jeff Halstead proved to be a valuable asset to the Loggers this year, maintaining a batting average of over .300.
Men's LACROSSE

Below: A UPS player strategically knocks the ball away from an opposing team member as he tries to gain possession and make a goal.

Right: UPS blocked the opposing team as a defensive move in an effort to prevent the other team from advancing the ball and scoring a goal.

Above: A member of the UPS Lacrosse team stood guard by their goal in hopes of assisting fellow teammates in making a goal for UPS.
It was an all out battle on the Lacrosse field as UPS and the opposing team fought desperately to gain control of the ball.

Below: Opposing team members got aggressive as one side tried to stop the other from scoring and gaining the score advantage.

Left: Two UPS team members work together to stop an opposing team member from capturing the ball and gaining the offensive edge.

Above: It was an all out scramble to catch the ball in mid air and gain possession of the ball.
Below: Jared Brodin crouches in the ready position as he awaits the powerful serve of his opponent. Concentration and agility were key components to playing tennis well.

Below: Jeanne Moore readies herself for the return hit of her opponent. Being ready to move in response to a serve or in response to a return of serve was a basic skill that helped the players win matches.

UPS Men’s and Women’s Tennis Team (top row): Chet Dawson, Joel, Chris Sackman, Alex Nebisar, Eric, Chris, Steve, (second row) Aerial Johnson, Chris, Jared Brodin, Tyler, Eric, Nate Bishop, Jeanne Moore, (first row) Mari Hrebenar, Sarah Larson, Jennifer Bollinger, Stacey Porter, Kerry Christianson, Kirsten Bounds.
Left: **Eric smashed** the ball over the net into his opponents court to win the point. The faster the ball went the more difficult it was to return it.

Left: Stacey Porter rallies the ball with her opponent. It was a game of strategy and skill to place the ball so that her opponent was unable to return the ball to her.

Above: Marie Hrebenar runs desperately to reach and return a strategically placed hit by her opponent.

Left: Jared Brodin releases a powerful serve to his opponent in hopes of stopping him from returning the ball and “acing” the serve.
Calorie Burning' Machines

Endurance, strength, determination, and school on top of everything else to be the very best athlete. Students at the University of Puget Sound participate in a wide variety of sports such as golf, ski team, basketball, swimming, lacrosse, track, crew, football, and much more. Unfortunately, some sports could not be featured due to lack of space but they do not go unappreciated or unnoticed. I applaud all of you athletes, I wish I had the drive you have.

Leatta Dahlhoff
Who significantly impacted UPS this year?

Gordon Geddings
“Dr. Cornel West instilled an inspirational attitude in the entire school, when he spoke enlightenment towards the community as a whole and not as separate racial groups.”

Jason, Matt, Dan
“Jesus—the school ministries have had an awesome year and a great opportunity to know God better.”

Tom Guadagno/Kathryn Johnson
“Prof. Denise Despres—she has an amazing ability to motivate and inspire her students!”

George Abel
“Prof. Bruce Lind—he brings his wonderful sense of humor into the world of Calculus, and makes the learning experience enjoyable for us students.”
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he said / she said
Beer in the Cellar...

Cari Nelson and Lauren Zybura test out the brews in the Cellar.

Dancing...

Kicking it on the dance floor!

Friends...

Krista Stroman, Cameron Sp

The dorms...

Todd/Phibbs is definitely the place to be!

The wall...

Tim Pierson and Kate Johns
Where were you?

Chris Watt, Amanda Hoercher and Keven Kralman hangin' out.

Computer labs...

Kevin Nicholson and Greg Peterson know the meaning of a late night!

Rush...

Remember all those noisy girls, and oh so many balloons...

Snowballs...

See, it doesn't always rain in Tacoma.

Copy and Laycut by Kathleen Kirkpatrick “117”
UPS shows their Diversity with a variety of concerts

This year’s concerts at UPS attracted a variety of fans with bands such as Tool in October, Calobo in February, and the Steve Miller Band in April. Tool’s appearance gave many students an excuse to break away from the daily rituals of college life. Even though the performance was on a Thursday, a huge crowd still emerged. For those who don’t know, Tool is known for its heavy alternative music. The group welcomes the audience to be interactive and often this includes slam dancing, more commonly known among students as moshing. Calobo, on the other hand, pulled students that enjoy a lighter, easy going atmosphere. Thier band is too a greater degree, less physical than most alternative groups.

Concert goers can expect the group to remain fully clothed throughout the entire show. The Steve Miller Band is unique in the range of fans its brings together. Being an older group, its listeners include many generations of families. It is not uncommon for parents and students to swing back a nice cold one together, while enjoying the tunes.

Though the type of music differed from band to band, they all shared a common thread: they brought people together. The UPS Fieldhouse was usually the site of the concerts. In fact, Tool’s fans filled the Fieldhouse to maximum capacity. The show sold out within the first day. The well-known shows that appear at UPS were not alone in the schedule. There were others that were just as enjoyable and attended.

Attracting students to Marshall Hall, Calobo hit the instruments.

Students were already beginning to wait outside while the SteveMi
Left: Tool lit up the Fieldhouse in their October performance.

Below: Clothes were not a necessity to write up the fans.

Calobo let the crowd determine the mood and songs.

Photos by Garrett and Regan. Copy and Layout by Catherine Livingston and Leatta Dahlhoff.
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**Infamous Quotes**

I played Luke Perry in ping-pong, and won!

Hello! Whatever!

Is that a rat-dog?

I hate that song (in a Texas accent).

Rich boy, rich boy, rich boy! Hey, @#$% off!

---

Middle right: Suzanne Meyer and Leilani Page prove that roommates can be friends. Below: Tim Marron and Adam Pelatt, playing the Holy Grail game, again.
Michelle Steele and Rosie Wong are having a great time dancing at songfest. With the theme of House Party, Phibbs took fourth place in the competition. Sarah McDonald, Matt McGinnis, Meghan Maddox, and Chanda Roane have mastered the art of procrastination.

What made it so much phun?

Todd and Laura, the RA's, you guys were great!

The hall dance in the lounge, freakfest 96!!

Words that have double letters, b__ r, w__ d, use your imagination.

What do you like the best about living in Phibbs?

"The music that was always blasting from my room."
Ryan Kimura

"It's given me the opportunity to meet some wonderful people, uh yeah right."
Chris Halmos
(with Liz Harris)
Above: "I just downloaded some nude pictures of Gilligan!" Below Right: Because of the length of A/L's hallways, they make perfect practice ways for the less than die hard soccer players.

Left Middle: Well Witney, it's not exactly Yorik's skull, but at least it's a start. Directly above: After a full year of college, Trevor Jones still cannot pass Bedmaking 101.
University Hall—Not just for the upperclasses anymore.

od times and bright faces—two requirements for a University hall social life.

Right Middle: At least we drink with class at UPS. Directly above: Krista, Nina, and Karin—These university women are never without smiles! Great teeth, girls!

University

Copy by Leigh-Ann Santillanes, Layout by Brie Adams "125"
Above: Jake and Steve use Harrington Hallways to run way their own fashion shows. Right: On these cold nights, cuddling on the couch is the perfect remedy, until: “What’s that smell?” Below: Laudry day is a community project for Harrington residents.

Above: While the boys concentrate on their hand-eye coordination, the girls work on their eye-camera coordination! Below: Ted and Nika Harrington’s resident arm-wrestling champs, are temporarily out of competition. Darn those casts!
Below: I love this sharing thing ... freshman at Schiff work on unity not disunity.

Below: I just dig the dorms, and oh how I love my life one student exclaims.

Above: Such love for one another is hard to come by these days!

Above: This student checks out the tube on a lonely night.

Sort: Photographer Branwell takes an artistic picture. Do you understand the deep meaning?

Schiff

Copy by Leatta Dahlhoff and Marissa DiJulio
Layout by Marissa DiJulio
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A Matter of Opinion
Sororities

Gamma Phi Beta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Alpha Theta
Pi Beta Phi
Alpha Phi

Fraternities

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Kappa Sigma
Phi Delta Theta
Sigma Nu
Beta Theta Pi

Steve, a Sigma Chi, prepares to spike the ball during an IM volleyball game. Greeks are active participants in sports, both IM and Varsity. (Above Right)

Hurry and take the picture so we can go study Stokstad!... Gamma Phi's, Amy Butson, Marissa DiJulio, Melissa Cohen, and Caroline Johnson just finished chapter and are ready to do some serious studying. (Right)
This year the Theta's participated in the Pierce county AIDS walk. Philanthropy is a large part of the Greek system and every house has a specific foundation which they raise money for.

Greek Activities

Philanthropy
Lighthouse
ASUPS
Varsity sports
IM sports

Theta's, Sara Baze and Stephanie Ellis, pose for one of the many pictures taken on bid day. (Right)

An all Greek barbeque was held earlier this year to promote good relationships between the houses.

Theta's Chris McKibban, Kami Lemonds, Kathleen Terrnien, Mary Weaver, Megan Sety, Sara Baze, Jena Wong, Di Au, Sarah Garfunkel have some fun with the new pledges on bid day. (Above)
ΔEs Ryan Brooks and Ryan Bloedel are ready for a night out on the town. The two Ryans were dressed up for their function, Famous Hollywood Stars.

These Alpha Phi’s enjoy one of the UPS student body’s favorite stress relievers, a party!

KΣ Kappa Sigma
ΓΦΒ Gamma Phi Beta

ΑΦ Alpha Phi
Few will remember totally but any memoir of what you are gifted
y at all is a blessing for some. Take advan-
with and have a great life.

Enjoy your
life and expe-
riences like a
hot fudge
sundae after
a great meal
with those
you love.
Underclass

Brie Adams
Nick Abdelnour
Jennifer Albert
Jake Albrethsen
J-D Anderson

Rebecca Andes
Bear Andrews
Rachel Arnesen
Alexis Ashcroft
Di Au

Greg Azevedo
Gayle Baker
Vince Bakich
Kevin Barhydt
Jeremy Barnes

Regan Barrett
Ashley Barron
Beth Bates
Debbie Baxter
Wendy Beardsley

Jennifer Beggs
Ashley Benfield
Marc Benson
Jennifer Betschart
Nathan Bird
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Eryn Boone
Kirsten Bounds
Stephen Brannwell
Ryan Brooks
Damien Brown

Ryanne Brown
Michael Buchanan
Jodie Bushman
Aaron Butler
Erin Campbell

Noah Carolan
Erin Carr
Andy Cartozian
Adam Cave
Victoria Chambers

Michael Chander
Simon Chang
Christine Chansley
Kellie Char
Guido Chen

Simon Chilton
Carrie Ching
Travis Christensen
Dusty Cladis
Brittney Clark

Rian Coffey
Jessica Coffman
Misty Cole
KC Connor
James Conover
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Matthew Cook
Katheryn Cordero
Wayland Cossey
Todd Crawford
Amy Crocker

Jessica Cummings
Leatta Dahlhoff
Rachel Daniels-Schnider
Aaron Davis
Dave Davis

Eric Deines
Brandilyn Denison
Graham Dent
Joshua Deyoe
Marissa DiJulio

Robin Dornfeld
Kathryn Dougherty
Anna Dudek
Heather Dunn
Hannah Eckhold

Thomas Edwards
Russell Elisala
Ben Elliott
Michael Elm
Chris Elms

Melanie Eltz
Abigail Engdahl
Chi Chi English-Young
Joe Everett
Chris Fantz
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Matthew McFarlane
Roslyn McKee
Renee McLain
Michelle McPhie-Mendez
Rachel Melissa

Olga Mendoza
Holly Menzies
Maria Meyer
Suzanne Meyer
Barbra Miele

Jennifer Mikesh
Kelly Miller
Cynthia Moore
Chris Moorehead
Emily Moreshead

Kevin Morris
Judson Morse
Stephane Muggli
Dara Murray
Kathy Nago

Erica Nau
Alex Nebesar
Pam Neel
Jason Neighbors
Nicholas Nelson

Michael Nerwinski
Holly Newman
Gabe Newton
Kim Nguyen
My Nguyen
Tu-Nga Nguyen
Laura Nichols
Janine Nicholas
Emilie Nyberg
Christy O’Neil

Jonathan Park
Dan Partridge
Marti Paul
Emily Payne
Natalie Perry

Lissa Petersen
Sarah Peterson
Erin Pheil
Buck Philips
Somphane Phimmesome

Gianna Piccardo
Lisa Poole
Kristine Prah
Thomas Purnell-Fisher
Tony Puz

Kristin Ranf
Aaron Reed
Harry Reems
Lisa Joy Reimer
David Rhoades

Stanton Richard
Carrie Richardson
Matt Rinkoff
Lauren Roberts
Ty Roberts
Anne Robinson
Aubree Robinson
Lataunya Robinson
Kristen Roda
Matt Rorabaugh

Jamie Rubin
Zachary Russell
Caitlin Rychel
Trish Sagare
Monika Salden

Jeffery Sammis
Paul Sanders
Leigh-Ann
Santillanes
Dre Sato
Stacey Saunders

Dave Savoy
Jason Schmidhca
Anne Schulte
Benjamin Schunker
Witney Seibold

Phoebe Settle
Mark Shapiro
Tyler Shaw
Kiyoshi Shiraishi
Gretchen Sivertson

Jessica Smartt
Jamie Smith
Ryan Smith
Stuart Smith
Catherine SooHoo
Randall Spadoni
Erika Sparky
Theodore Spas
Nathan Spencer
Cameron Sperb

Michelle Steele
Rachel Stocker
Chris Storm
Sadie Swallow
Eli Swanson

Matthew Swarner
Kirsten Swieso
Laszio Szalvay Jr.
Sean Takashima
Stephanie Taylor

Michal Temple
Ellen Tengan
Kathleen Terrien
Shaun Thayer
Jennie Thomas

Whitney Thomas
Michael Tiemann
Amelia Tockston
Alison Tracy
Randi Tsuhima

Elena Tuominen
Thabit Twine
Caroline Umeda
Larisa Vail
Linden Van Roijen